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We detine weak solutions for a class of Volterra integrodifferential equations of 
the form 
u’(t)+Au(t)= ‘a(t,s)g(s,u(s))ds+f(t,U(t)), 
I 
120, 
0 
u(0) = 0. 
The operator A is the negative infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup in 
a Banach space X. The operator g(t, u) is related to A by a special form g(t, a) = 
A”*q(t, u), where q(t, u) is an appropriate “lower order” operator. We show the 
existence and uniqueness of weak solutions and their continuability to infinity 
under suitable conditions. Using our results we study the asymptotic behavior, as 
time goes to infinity, of strong solutions of a second order initial-boundary value 
problem. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The class of equations to be considered in this work have the form 
u’(t) + Au(t) = 1; 46 s) g(s, u(s)) c.h +f(t, u(t)), t > 0, (1.1) 
u(0) = ug. (1.2) 
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We shall consider (1.1 ), (1.2) as a Cauchy problem in a Banach space X 
and introduce a class of solutions which we shall call weak solutions to 
( 1.1 ), ( 1.2). In general, A will be a closed, linear, densely defined operator 
in X such that -A generates an analytic semigroup { r(t): t > O}. In recent 
years many authors [l, 4, 5, 6, 14, 24, 261 have studied this problem under 
various assumptions on the operators g and f: When (1.1 ), (1.2) is applied 
to problems of heat flow in materials with memory [lS, 21, 221 it is 
necessary to require that g be defined on the domain D(A) of the generator 
A. This implies, in the applications, that g has the same spatial order as A. 
The operator f, meanwhile, is allowed to have “lower order” than A and 
is only required to be defined on an intermediate space between D(A) and 
X. Most often this space is taken to be the domain D(A”*) of the fractional 
power operator A”‘. The initial data u,, is usually required to lie in D(A) 
and the concept of a strong solution applied to (l.l), (1.2) means a func- 
tion u(t) with values in D(A) and that both u’(t) and Au(t) are continuous 
in the X-norm and u(t) satisfies (1.1) for all t in some interval 0 < t d T. 
Thus it is natural to consider fixed points of the integral equation 
In the applications of ( 1. 1 ), ( 1.2) to typical examples of equations in heat 
flow, it turns out that a certain class of nonlinear operators g(t, u(t)) is 
considered more often than others. In the case of second order equations, 
these operators have a structure in divergence form 
g(t, u(f)) = i D;g,(t, x, u(& x), Vu(t, x)), (1.4) 
i=l 
where Dj = a/ihi, i = 1, 2, . . . . n. In this work we try to take advantage of 
this special form by factoring the differential operator Di into a product 
where the operators Bi are bounded, linear operators on X. This allows us 
to represent the operator g(t, u(t)) as a special product 
Ah u(f)) = A”*q(t, u(t)), 
where q(t, u(t)) is associated with the first order operators g,(t, x, u(t, x), 
Vu(t, x)). We can then replace the integral equation (1.3) by 
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u(t) = T(t) 240 + j:a"'T(r-s){~~a(s,r)q(7,u(7))dr}ds 
+ 1; T(t -s) f(s, 4s)) 4 t 2 0. (1.5) 
The advantage of (1.5) is that A ‘12T( t) is a bounded linear operator on X. 
Thus we can regard (1.5) as a fixed point equation in an intermediate space 
D(A”2). 
Roughly speaking, given u. E D(A “*) we say that a function u(t) is a 
weak solution of (l.l), (1.2) if it has values in D(A”*) and satisfies the 
integral equation (1.5). We show that under suitable conditions, weak 
solutions of (l.i), (1.2) exist and are unique. Furthermore, they can be 
continued over a maximal interval of existence [0, d), 0 < d < +cu, and we 
can obtain a global solution (d= +cc) if there exists an estimate on u(t) 
in the graph norm on D(A”‘). In practice this amounts to obtaining an 
estimate on the gradient Vu(t, x). For a different concept of weak solutions 
related to linear equations, we refer to [13]. 
An easy consequence of our definition is that every strong solution of 
(1.1 ), (1.2) is also a weak solution. Therefore our results give a partial 
answer to the uniqueness problem associated with (l.l), (1.2). In general 
terms, this problem asks under what conditions on the operators g and f 
will the solutions of the Volterra integrodifferential equation u’(t) + 
A(t) u(t) = j& g(t, s, u(s)) ds + f(t, u(t)), t 2 0, be unique. One answer was 
given in [14,27] which required f (t, I ) to be defined on D(A) and have 
values in D(A’12). Various other smoothness conditions are given in the 
works [ 19,241. But for the obvious case where f(t, .) is only defined on 
D(A”*) (which is the usual assumption when g=O), uniqueness has only 
been proved for the case when X is a Hilbert space by Heard-Rankin [ 151. 
Thus our use of weak solutions allows us to answer the question for 
general Banach spaces X in the case when A = A(t) is a constant operator. 
The definition of weak solutions also has advantages when studying the 
asymptotic behavior of solutions of (l.l), (1.2). In the last part of the 
paper, we consider the behavior of solutions of a special case of (1.1). (1.2). 
Our result extends some methods due to Engler [S, 91 in his study of the 
behavior of solutions of parabolic integrodifferential equations of the type 
u,(r,x)--d~(f,x)+Sdg(t-s,u(s,x))ds=f(f,~), (CX)E(O, m)xQ, 
u( t, x) = 0 if af2, 
40, xl = uo(x) if XEQ. 
Under suitable conditions Engler shows that the solution u(t, x) of the 
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above problem converges uniformly on G? as t -+ co to a solution u,(x) of 
the integrodifferential equation 
-Au, + s Oc g(s3 %3(x)) ds=fm(x), x E 52 0 
u,(x) = 0, xEasz, 
where 
In [ 151 a similar result was obtained for (l.l), (1.2) in the case when g had 
the form g(u)=Au+ go(u), where go(u) was monotone with polynomial 
growth. Using the idea of weak solutions, we are able to go further and 
discuss the asymptotic behavior of certain initial-boundary value problems 
where the operator g(t, u(t)) has a divergence structure of the form (1.4). 
We now mention other related results on asymptotic behavior for 
solutions of Volterra integrodifferential equations given by Clement, 
MacCamy, and Nohel [3], Clement and Nohel [2], and Londen and 
Nohel [IS]. In [18] the authors consider the problem 
du 
~+B~(~)+(a*Au)(f)+-f(b*u)(t)3f(t) a.e. r>o, (1.6) 
u(0) = uo. (1.7) 
The operators A and B are assumed to be subdifferentials of proper, 
convex, lower-semicontinuous functionals on a Hilbert space H. The 
functions a and b are real-valued kernels satisfying various positivity 
conditions. For asymptotic behavior the authors assume that A and B are 
single-valued. They show that under appropriate conditions, which are 
somewhat different from those we assume, each solution u(t) of (1.6), (1.7) 
converges in the norm of H to a limit u, which satisfies the stationary 
equation 
In [2, 31 similar types of results are proven for the undifferentiated 
equation 
u(t) + (b * Au)(t) sf,. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give the basic 
assumptions, definitions, and state the main theorems. In Section 3 we give 
the proofs to these theorems. In Section 4 we discuss the factorization 
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problem for the differential operator Di. In Section 5 we give an example 
of a second order initial-boundary value problem which has a weak solu- 
tion in our sense, but no strong solution in the usual sense. In Section 6 we 
discuss the asymptotic behavior of a special case of (1.1 ), (1.2). 
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND STATEMENTS OF MAIN RESULTS 
Let X be a Banach space with norm 11.1) and let A be a linear operator 
defined on a subset of X and suppose A satisfies the following conditions: 
(Al) The domain D(A) of A is a dense subset of X and A: D(A) + X 
is a closed operator. 
(A2) The resolvent operator R(I; A) = (AZ- A)-’ exists for all Re Ia 0 
and there is a constant C > 0 such that 
IIW; A)ll G& for all Re 1< 0. 
From (Al), (A2) it is well-known that -A is the infinitesimal generator 
of an analytic semigroup ( T(t): t 2 0} on X and there are constants C > 0, 
6 > 0 such that 
IIT(t)ll < Cep6’, t20, 
Ce-” 
IIAT(t)ll Gy, t > 0. 
For details concerning these remarks and analytic semigroup theory in 
general, we refer to [23]. Since A has a bounded inverse on X we can 
define negative fractional powers of A by 
where Z(a) denotes the Gamma function. The operator A --OL is well-defined 
on all of X and A -a is a bounded, linear, one-one, transformation. Thus 
we may define positive fractional powers of A by A’ = (A -“)) ‘, 0 < a < co. 
Each mapping A” is a closed linear operator with domain D(P) dense in 
X and D(A”) 13 D(A@) if 0 < a< /I < co. The exponent rule 
holds for all XED(A’+~). F or each t > 0 the composition A”T(t) is a 
bounded linear operator on X and there is a constant C(a) > 0 such that 
IIA”T(t)ll < ““1-:“‘, o<t<co. 
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Furthermore, we have 
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A”T( t)x = z-(t) AZx, XED(Al), (2.1) 
for all t > 0 and there is C(U) > 0 such that 
Finally, if $(I) is a continuous X-valued function defined for 0 < t < co, 
then 
I ’ q-s) l&s) dsED(Aa) 0 
and 
Aa i’T(t-~)t&)ds=j~A’T(f-s)$(s)ds. (2.2) 
0 0 
For proofs of these remarks, see [23, Theorem 6.13, p. 741. We let X, 
denote D(A’) equipped with the graph norm IIxIj,= IIA’xJI, XED(A’). 
Then X, is a Banach space with continuous dense embedding X, -+ X. We 
make the following additional assumptions: 
(A3) There are continuous mappings f, q: [0, co) x X,,2 + X such that 
for each t$ > 0, r$ > 0 there are constants L = L(t,+, t-g*) > 0 and M= 
M(t,*, r$) > 0 such that if U, u E X1,2 6 r,*, with llull 1t2 Q rd, ~~u~~ 1,2 < r$ then 
Ild4 u) - 4(4 u)ll 6 M IIU - 41 I/21 
IIf~~~~~-f~~,~~lI~~Il~-~ll1/2, 
for all 0 < t < to*. 
(A4) The set W= {(t, u): t>O, ueX1 and q(t, u)EX,,~} is a nonempty 
subset of [0, cc ) x X, . 
(A5) The function a: [0, co) x [0, co) -+ C is continuous with con- 
tinuous first partial derivative a,( t, S) = (&r/&)( t, s), 0 < t, s < co. 
On the basis of assumptions (A4) we can define a mapping g: W --+ X by 
g( t, u) = A “*q( t, u). (2.3) 
We make no formal assumption on the continuity of the mapping 
u -+ g(t, u), but we observe that if X is reflexive and if u + q(t, U) maps 
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bounded subsets of X, into bounded subsets of X1,2, then U, + u strongly 
in X, implies g(t, u,) + g( I, U) weakly in X. 
We first consider the local Cauchy problem 
DEFINITION 1. Given u,, E X,,2, we say that a function u(t) is a weak 
solution of (2.4), (2.5) on [to, t, + S] if 
0) UE C(Cb, 1, + 61; X1&, 
(ii) u satisfies the integral equation 
u(t) = T(t - to) 240 + J-’ A1’2T(t -s) 
10 1 
J-1 a(s, T) q(2, u(z)) dr} ds 
2, < t < 2, + 6. (2.6) 
We now recall the definition of a strong solution of (2.4), (2.5) that 
is most frequently used in the literature [lo, 14, 19, 24, 26, 271. For 
convenience, let us suppose that W= [0, cc ) x X1 in assumption (A4). 
DEFINITION 2. Given a0 E X, we say that a function u(t) is a strong 
solutions of (2.4), (2.5) on [to, t,+6] if 
0) uEC(Cb, ~o+~l;~I)nC1(CL3, b+U;Xh 
(ii) t + g(t, u(t)) belongs to L’( [to, t, + S]; X), 
(iii) I = uO, 
(iv) u(t) satisfies (2.4) on [to, t,+6]. 
We are able to state our main results. 
THEOREM 1. Let assumptions (Al )-(A5) hold and let u,, E Xl,2, t, > 0 be 
given. Then there exists 6 = 6( t,,, uO) > 0 such that the Cauchy problem (2.4), 
(2.5) has a unique weak solution u(t) on [to, I, + S]. 
THEOREM 2. Let assumptions (Alk(A5) hold and let U,,E X,,2, t,>O be 
given. Then the unique weak solution u(t) of (2.4), (2.5) given by Theorem 1 
can be uniquely continued to the right as a weak solution of (2.4), (2.5) to 
a maximal domain [to, d), where to < d < +oo. If d c +oo then there must 
be a sequence tn + d- such that Ilu(t 1,2 + +co. 
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THEOREM 3. Let assumptions (Al)-(A5) hold with W= [0, co) x X,. 
Suppose U,,E X1, t,aO and let u(t) be a strong solution of (2.4), (2.5) on an 
interval [to, to + S]. Then u(t) is also a weak solution of (2.4), (2.5) on 
[to, t, + S]. Consequently, all strong solutions of (2.4), (2.5) are unique. 
3. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume (Al)-(A5) hold and let u,, E X1,? and to > 0 
be given. Fix 6 > 0, r > 0 and let S= S(t,, r, 6) denote the set of all 
functions u E C( [ t,,, to + S]; X& such that 
u(to) = uo and ro<y~P+6 b(t) - uoll I/2 G r. (3.1) 
Then S is a closed, convex subset of C( [to, to + a]; X1,*) and we may define 
an operator @ on S by 
(@u)(t) = T(t - to) u,+ j’ A”21 
10 
It - to) j,, a(~, ~1 dt, u(t)) dr) ds 
Ids, to < t < t, + b. (3.2) 
By (2.2) it follows that 
A”2(@u)(t)=A1’2T(t-to)uo+A~rT(t-s) 
Gl 
J*‘a(s,r)q(r,u(r))dr ds 
10 I 
+ A"2 s:, T(t-s)f(s, u(s)) ds, to Q t d t, + 6. 
By 126, Lemma 2.11 we have 
A j’ T(t -s) { 1’ a(s, t) q(r, u(r)) dT} ds = [’ a(t, s) q(s, u(s)) ds 
IO hl 10 
- 1’ T(t-s) 
cl 1 
a@, s)q(s, u(s))+ {:a,(~, t)q(~, u(z)) dT) ds, 
where a,(~, z)= (&z/&)(s, T). So by (2.1) we have 
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A”2[&4(f) - uo] 
=[T(t-t,)-z]A”2U,+ ‘a(t,S)q(s&(S))ds s to 
+ A’/2 jt; T(t - s) f(s, u(s)) ds, t, d t < t, + 6. 
Let L > 0, M > 0 be the constants given in assumption (A3) with t$ = lo + 6 
and r$ = r + JJq,JJ 12. I Define 
C/=Lr+ sup II f(% %)ll, 1o<s<10+6 
a,= sup la(t, s)l, 
ro G s, , < 10 + s 
ab, = sup b,(G SN. 
to G s, I< to + s 
Then for all &, < t < t, + 6 and all u E S, we have the estimates 
u(t, s) q(s, u(s)) ds <a, K,, 
II 
, 
Therefore from (3.3) 
I(@u(t)-zq,ll12< IICT(~-LJ-ZI A”2u,Il +a, aC, 
+ Gi(a, + ab, 6) C, + 2CCf6’/2, 
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for all t, < r d t, + 6 and u E S. Since T(t) is strongly continuous, it follows 
that there exists 6 > 0 sufficiently small such that 
for all u E S. Also from (3.3) it is clear that u E S implies that @u E 
C( [to, t, + S]; X1,2). Consequently @ maps S into itself. Now let u, u E S. 
then 
A”*[@24(t)- @u(t)] 
= I ’ 46 s)Cq(s, u(s)) -q(s, +))I ds 03 
I ’ - T(t -s) a(~, s)Cq(s, u(s)) - qb, u(s))1 ds 10 
- jt; T(f - s) j,; a,(% t)Cd T‘, 4~)) - q(z, u(t))1 dz ds 
+A”2 jr T(t-s)[f( s, 4s)) -fb, o(s))1 & t, Q t 6 t() + 6. WI 
From assumption (A3) it follows that 
Thus we can choose 6 > 0 smaller, if necessary, so that @ is a strict contrac- 
tion on S in the form of C( [to, t, + S]; X1,2). Therefore @ has a unique 
fixed point u E S and this fixed point is the unique weak solution of (2.4), 
(2.5) on [to, t, + S]. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We wish to extend the weak solution u(t) obtained 
in Theorem 1 beyond the right endpoint t, + 6. But since the memory term 
s 10 + 6 46 s) As, 4s)) ds 10 
need not exist for weak solutions, we must continue u(t) as a solution of 
(2.6). Put t, = t,+6, u1 = u(tr) and let 6, ~0 be fixed. We say that a 
function ii(t) is a weak continuation of u(t) to the interval [?, , t, + S,] if 
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(a) fiE C(Ct,, t, +b,l; X1&, 
(b) ii satisfies the integral equation 
e(c)=T(I--L,)~~+~~~~~“7(f-1)~~~u(s,r)q(i,ri(i))d~}ds 
+ A”* 1’ T(t - s) 5” a@, t) q(T, U(T)) dz ds 
11 to 
(3.4) 
The terminology “weak continuation” applied to ii(t) is justified by the 
observation that if we define a new function u(t) on [t,,, t, + S, ] by setting 
then u(t) is a weak solution of (2.4), (2.5) on [to, t, +S,] in the sense of 
Definition 1. The existence and uniqueness of the weak continuation ii(t) is 
demonstrated exactly as was done in Theorem 1 with only a few minor 
changes. We shall omit the details. 
After carrying out the above process step-by-step on successive intervals, 
we extend our original solution to a unique weak solution of (2.4), (2.5) on 
some maximal interval of existence [to, d), t,, < dd +co. We shall denote 
this extension also by u(t) and show that if d-c +cc then 
Il4~n)ll I/2 + +a as n+-co (3.5) 
for some suitable sequence t, + d-. Indeed, let us assume that (3.5) is false. 
Then there is a constant Cd > 0 such that 
IMf)ll l/2 G Cd for all t, < t < d. (3.6) 
Using this estimate on u(t), we arrive at a contradiction in the following 
manner. Given t,, < t, < d we consider the integral equation (3.4) for t > t, . 
We show that there is a constant 6 > 0, independent of t,, such that (3.4) 
has a unique solution fin C( [ti, ti +6]; Xi,,). For t, close to d, ii(t) 
represents a weak continuation of u(t) beyond d and this is a contradiction. 
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Since this type of argument has been used before in [14] in conjunction 
with strong solutions, and since the details are very similar to those in the 
proof of Theorem 1, we shall only ketch the argument. Given r > 0, 6 > 0, 
we define S, to be the set of all WE C( [I,, r, + S]; X,,2) such that 
w(t1)=4t,) and sup llw(t) - 4t,)ll li2 Q r. 
r,<f<l,+6 
We define an operator Qi, on S, by 
+ A 1’2 j,; T(t - s) { j,; u(s, T) q(t, u(t)) dT} ds 
+ j,: U-s)f(s, w(s)) 4 (3.7) 
fort,dt<tl+6.Thenforallt,<tQt,+6andwES,wehave 
A”2[@,W(t)-u(t*)] 
=[T(f-r,)-Z]A1’2~(r,)+j,~o(r,s)q(s, w(s))ds 
- j' T(t -s) { 4, s) qb, w(s)) + j; a,(~, 5) q(r, w(T)) dT) ds 
fl 
+A j,; r(t-s) j;’ Cats, t)-46 711 dr, uW)dr}ds 
i 
+ CZ- r(f - [,)I j;’ 46 t)q(r, 4~)) dz 
+ A”2 j’ T(t - s) f(s, w(s)) ds. 
11 
(3.8) 
From (3.8) it is clear that oI(w) E C( [tI, t, + S]; Xl,2). We let L > 0, M> 0 
be the constants given in (A3) with to* = d and r$ = r + C(d), where C(d) is 
given by (3.6). We define uniform constants C,, c-/, ti, , a’, by 
2’, = Mr + 2MC(d) + sup IIf(s, u,)ll, a, = sup lu(r, s)l, 
OSSbd OC.L,bd 
cf= Lr + ZLC(d) + sup IIS(s, u,)ll, a’, = sup luI(f, s)l. 
OCS<d 0cs.t e d 
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These constants are independent of t, and as in the proof of Theorem 1 we 
have the estimate 
+ [I-T(r-i,)lld’.(~,r)~(i,U(~))m~~ 
II 
+ a, K, + ctqa, + a’, 6) c, 
+ Cti”, dC,b + 2CC,6”2. (3.9) 
Consider the function 
This is a continuous X-valued function for 0 <t, sd d and therefore has 
compact range in X. So by [ 14, Lemma 3, p. 851 we have 
lim 
II 
[Z- T(t - t,)] ji’ a(t, r) q(r, u(z)) dz = 0 
I/ 
(3.10) 
t - I, 
uniformly in t, . To estimate the term I( [ r( t - t,) - Z] A ‘j2u( t,)ll, we note 
that since u(t) is a weak solution of (2.1), (2.2) on [0, d) it follows from 
(2.3) that 
A”2u(t) = T(t) A112uo + f; u(t, s) q(s, u(s)) ds 
- 4s, s) qh U(S)) 
+f; a,(~, 7) q(t, U(t)) dT 4 O<t<d. (3.11) 
We show that A ‘12u(t) is uniformly continuous on [0, d). The first two 
terms of (3.11) are continuous on [0, d). For the third term we use [ll, 
Lemma 11.14.4) to obtain 
‘+’ T(t+h-s)f(s, u(s))ds-so( T(t-s)f(s, u(s))ds}li 
< Ccfh1’2( [log hl + l), O<t<t+h<d. 
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So the third term is uniformly continuous on [0, d). The last term is 
written 
s 
t T(t -s) l)(s) ds, (3.12) 
0 
where 
v+(s) = 4~3 s) q(s, 4s)) + j; a,(~, ~1 q(T, U(T)) dT, O<s<d. 
Since $6Lm(0, d; X) it follows from [23, Theorem 3.1, p. 1101 that (3.12) 
is Holder continuous on [0, d]. Therefore A’/*u(~) is uniformly continuous 
on [0, d) and must have precompact range in X. Thus 
lim II[T(t-t,)-I] A’/*~(t~)ll=O (3.13) 
I - f, 
uniformly in t,. So from (3.9), (3.10), (3.13) it follows that there exists 
6 > 0, independent of t,, such that 
for all w  E S,. A similar argument shows that if 6 > 0 is sufficiently small 
and independent of 1,) then 
sup 11~1w(~)--~,w(t)ll,,26c 
t,<t<t,+6 
I, <;ty, +d lIw(f) - 4t)ll I,/2 
. . 
for a suitable constant 0 < c < 1. Thus @, maps S, into itself and is a strict 
contraction. So there is a unique fixed point 2~ S, of @r which represents 
the weak continuation of u(t) to the interval [tr , t, + S]. Since the length 
6 of this interval does not depend on t,, we arrive at a contradiction when 
t, is close to d. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3. If u(t) is a strong solution of (2.1), (2.2) on 
[to, to + S], then the memory term 
I 
I 
46 s) ds, u(s)) ds 
0 
is well-defined and belongs to C’( [to, to + S]; X). Therefore u(t) must 
satisfy the integral equation 
u(t) = r(f - to) uo + J,; T(t -s) {j: a(~, t) g(T, u(T)) d+ ds 
+ fT(~-.s)f(s,u(s))ds, i t, < t < t, + 6. f0 
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By virtue of the representation (2.3) and property (2.1) it follows that u(t) 
is a weak solution of (2.4), (2.5) on [to, to + S]. Q.E.D. 
4. FACTORIZATION OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
In order to apply the results of Section 2 to concrete equations, it is 
necessary to demonstrate the factorization given by (2.3). In order to 
accomplish this, we must have a reasonable characterization of the domain 
A ‘I2 for our generator A. To obtain such characterizations is nontrivial and 
usually requires the theory of pseudo-differential operators, singular 
integrals, or interpolation theory. To avoid unnecessary complications, we 
shall restrict our discussion to the case of the Laplace operator under 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Let 1~ p < cc and let Sz t R” be a bounded, open, connected subset with 
smooth boundary %2. Let X= Lp(s2) be equipped with the usual norm 
lbll = (J;, lu(x)l” q 
and let A,= -d denote the negative Laplacian in Lp(sZ) with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions: 
D(A,) = w’-P(sz) n W$P(sz). 
By [23, Theorem 3.5, p. 2141 we know that A, is the infinitesimal 
generator of an analytic semigroup {T(t): t > 0} in Lp(0) and the 
fractional power operator Ai” is well-defined. Following the notation of 
Section 2 we let Xl,2 denote the domain of AL” equipped with the graph 
norm. In the special case when p = 2, J. A. Goldstein [ 123 gave a simple 
proof that X1,2 = HA(a). When p # 2, the characterization of X1,2 is more 
difficult. In the case when X= LP(R”), D. Henry [16, p. 771 proved that 
X1,Z = W’,p(Rn). In the general case when Sz is bounded, the combined 
works of various authors are summarized in Treibel [25] to prove that 
D((A, + AZ)“‘) = Wip(sZ), 120 (4.1) 
with equivalent norms (see especially the proof of Theorem 4.9.2, p. 335). 
Taking II = 0 gives that X,,2 = Wkp(sZ). We shall use this result to prove 
the following factorization theorem. In the statement that follows, we let 
Dj = a/ax, denote the first order partial derivative with respect to xi in the 
sense of distributions. Then Dj is well-defined everywhere on all LP(sZ) 
spaces. 
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THEOREM 4. Let 1~ p< CC and C2 c R” be a bounded, open, connected 
subset with smooth boundary X2. Let A, denote the negative Laplacian in 
Lp(Q) with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then there is a bounded linear 
operator Bi: Lp(sZ) -+ Lp(sL) such that B,( W’T~(Q)) c Wkp(Q) and 
D.zA”~B. 
J P J 
on W’.p(Q). (4.2) 
Proof: We let l/p + l/q = 1 and define Bj on Ly(Q) by 
B;I = Dj o A y Ii’. 
By (4.1) A;‘/’ is a continuous linear mapping from Ly(Q) onto W$“(Q). 
So Bj is well-defined on all of Ly(Q) and is a bounded linear operator from 
Ly(s2) into itself. Thus Eli has a well-defined adjoint B,+ which is a bounded 
linear operator from Lp(Q) into itself. Let ( , ) denote the natural pairing 
between Lp(Q) and Lq(Q): 
(f, g> = jQfW g(x) dx, fE LP(!S), g E LY(Q). 
(4.3) 
<F,*f, S>= (f, Bjg) for all f~ Lp(sZ), g E Ly(Q). 
Now iffe C,“(Q), then the definition of Di gives that 
(A Big>= -((A,1’2)*Djf, g> for all g E Ly(f2). (4.4) 
So from (4.3) and (4.4) we obtain that 
B$- = (A;“‘)* Dif (4.5 1 
for all f~ C,“(Q). Taking limits we obtain (4.5) for all f in fVkp(Q). Now 
by [23, Lemma 3.4, p. 2131 we have A:= A, and by [28, Theorem2, 
p. 2251 we have (R(A; A,,))* = R(1; AP) for all 120. So by [23, For- 
mula (6.4), p. 691 we have (Ay112)* = Ap112 in Lp(Q) and therefore by 
(4.5) we have 
jj,?f= -A,-'f2DJf for all fe W$p(Q). 
Hence B,+: Wip(Q) + Wkp(Q) continuously and 
A;12jjFf= -Djf for all f E Wkp(Q). 
We set Bi= -Bf and obtain 
Bif = A,‘j2Djf for all f e W$p(sZ). 
But the operator f + A;“‘D,f 1s well-defined and bounded from W ‘, “( f2 ) 
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into I%‘kp(a). Therefore Bj represents the continuous linear extension of 
A;l12Dj from W’,P(s2) to all of Lp(sZ). Q.E.D. 
5. WEAK SOLUTIONS 
Let Sz c R” be a bounded domain with smooth boundary X?. Let D, = Z 
be the identity operator and let D, = a/ax,, . . . . D, = a/ax,,. Let A = Cl= 1 Df 
denote the Laplacian and let V = (Dl , . . . . D,) denote the gradient operator. 
We consider the initial-boundary value problem: 
$-Au(~,x)=~~a(t,s) i Digi(s,x,u(s,x),Vu(s,x))ds 
i=O (5.1) 
+ftt, x, 46 x), WC x)), (f,X)E(O, co)xQ, 
u( t, x) = 0 for (t, X) E (0, CO) x aa, (5.2) 
40, x) = uo(x) for ~~52. (5.3) 
We shall formulate (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) as an abstract Cauchy problem in an 
LP-space and demonstrate the existence of weak solutions to this problem 
under mild smoothness assumptions on go, . . . . g, and f: 
We make the following assumptions: 
(i) The kernel function a(t, S) satisfies (A5). 
(ii) For each i=O, 1, . . . . n the functions gi: [0, co) x Sz x R x R” + R 
are continuous and for every to > 0, r. > 0 there exists MO > 0 such that if 
Iul < ro, Iul <r. then 
Igitt, x9 4 t)-gitt9 x3 u9 ?)I G”O(lu-Ol + It-VI) 
for all 0 < t < ro, x E Sz, 5 E R”, PJ E R”, i = 0, 1, . . . . n. 
(iii) The function j [0, co) ~$2 x R x R” + R is continuous and for 
every to > 0, r. > 0 there exists Lo > 0 such that if IuI < ro, lu( < r. then 
If(~,x,u,5)-f(~,x,~,rl)l~~(I~-~l+l5-?I) 
for all 0 < t < to, x E a, 5 E R”, q E R”. 
Let n/2 < p < cc and put X= Lp(0) equipped with the usual norm. 
Define a linear operator A = A,, in X by 
4 = -Aq 
cp E D(A) = W2,p(Q) n W$p(Q). (5.4) 
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The operator A satisfies assumptions (Al), (A2) of Section 2 and -A 
generates an analytic semigroup ( T(t): t 2 0) in X. We let Xi,, = D(A’I’) = 
W,$P(Q); then by Theorem 4 there are bounded linear operators B, on X 
such that D, = A”‘B, on X1,2 for all 0 < j < n. (When j = 0 we may take 
B, = A -I”.) We define operators qj(t, cp) on [0, cc) XX,,, by 
(5.5) 
and we set 
4ttY cP)= i qj(t, Cp). (5.6) 
J=o 
By the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem we have W$P(sZ) -+ C(Q) with 
embedding constant K> 0. If cp E Wtp(Q) and if llqll r p d t-2 then 
[q-$x)1 < Kr,* for all XESZ. So by assumption (ii) with ro= Kk,*, it follows 
that given to > 0 there exists MO > 0 such that if cp, + E IVkp(Q) with 
llrpll~,,~~0*~ ll~lll,p~-<ro* then 
lgjtt9 x9 cP(x)~ vcP(x))- gjCt, x~ tiCx), vrl/(x))l 
G Mo(I44x) - Il/(x)l + IVdx) -Wx)l) 
for a.e., x E 0, 0 Q t < to, j = 0, 1, . . . . n. So there is M > 0 such that 
if Ilvll I,p G r,*, II+ l,P d r,*, 0 G t < to, j = 0, 1, . . . . n. Using this last result, it is 
easy to see that qj is a continuous mapping from [0, co) x X,,2 to X. So the 
operator q(t, cp) defined by (5.6) satisfies assumption (A3). 
Next we define an operator g(t, cp) on [O, co) x X,,, by 
dt, CP)= i Digi(t,x, CP,VV) (5.7) 
i=O 
in the sense of distributions. Then by (5.5) (5.6) we formally have the 
factorization 
s(4 cp) = A”2q(t, cp). (5.8 1 
Finally, we let f(t, cp) denote the operator defined on [O, co) x Xl,* by 
At, cp)(x) =f(t, x, P(X), Vcp(x)) a.e. x E Q. 
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Using similar arguments as given above, the function f is’ a continuous 
mapping from [0, co) x X,,z to X and satisfies assumption (A3). 
Thus for each initial function U,,E W,$P(a), the initial-boundary value 
problem (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) can be formulated as an abstract Cauchy 
problem 
40) = uo, (5.10) 
in the Banach space Lp(Q), n/2 < p < co. 
THEOREM 5. For the initial-boundary value problem (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) let 
the hypotheses (i), (ii), (iii) be satisfied. Let uOe Wip(Q) be giuen, where 
n/2 < p < co. Then there exists a unique weak solution u(t) of (5.1), (5.2), 
(5.3) on a maximum interval of existence [O, d), 0 < d < +CQ. In addition, 
suppose the functions go, g,, . . . . g,, f satisfy a sublinear growth condition of 
the following type: 
(iv) For each to > 0 there is a constant K( to) > 0 such that 
l&(G x3 UT <)I G mtoNl4 + 151), j= 0, 1, . ..) n 
If(c 4 u9 {)I G J4toMbl + ItI) 
for all (t, x, u, 5) E [0, to] x 52 x R x R”. 
Then d= +oo and u(t) is a globally defined weak solution of (5.1), (5.2), 
(5.3). 
Proof For the Cauchy problem (5.9), (5.10) the assumptions 
(Al)-(A5) are satisfied and therefore we obtain a unique weak solution 
u(t) on a maximum interval of existence [0, d) by Theorems 1 and 2. If, in 
addition, hypothesis (iv) holds, then it follows from (3.3) (with to = 0) that 
Ilu(t 1/2GC,+C2 I ; {l+(t-~)-“~} Ilu(s)ll1,2ds, o<t<t,, 
for suitable constants C, > 0, C, > 0 depending on u0 and to. Using a 
singular Gronwall inequality [14, Lemma 7.1.1, p. 1881 we obtain an 
estimate of the type (3.6). This implies that d= +CCI. Q.E.D. 
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6. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
In this section we consider the asymptotic behavior of strong solutions 
of the initial-boundary value problem 
~(1,5)-du(f,x)+cu(t,x)= j+s) i D,gi(u(s,x),vu(s,x))ds 
r=O (6.1) 
+f(u(c X))? (CX)E(O, a)xQ; 
u(t, x) =o if (t,x)~(O, co)xXJ; (6.2) 
40, xl = uo(x) if xEQ. (6.3) 
Under suitable hypotheses we shall prove that u(t, x) converges uniformly 
on Q as t -+ cc to a weak solution u(x) of the quasilinear boundary value 
problem 
-du+cu=a i Digi(u,Vu)+f(u) in Q, (6.4) 
i=O 
where a = Jr a(s) ds. 
u=o on dSZ, (6.5) 
Assume that the dimension n 2 2 and let 52 c R” be a bounded domain 
with smooth boundary 852. Let Izo denote the first eigenvalue of the 
Laplacian in Q under Dirichlet boundary conditions. To study the 
asymptotic behavior of strong solutions of (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) we must 
strengthen the smoothness assumptions on the functions a, go, g,, . . . . g,,, f 
that were made in Section 5. Our basic hypotheses are as follows: 
(i)’ The kernel function UEC*([O, co)) with u(t)>O, u’(t)<0 for 
all t 3 0. Furthermore, u’(t) + A,u( t) d 0 and u”(t) + A,u’( t) 3 0 for all t > 0. 
(ii)’ For each i=O, 1, ,.., n the functions (u, 5) -+ gi(u, r) are con- 
tinuously differentiable from Rx R” into R with first partial derivatives 
dqi/8U, agi/ark Lipschitz continuous on bounded subsets of R x R”. 
(iii)’ There is a positive C’ convex function H: R”+ ’ + R such that 
VH= (go, g,, . . . . g,). 
(iv)’ There are positive constants C,, C, such that 
IgiC”3 511 d cl(lul + 151) + c* 
for all (u, 5) E R x R”, i = 0, 1, . . . . n. 
(v)’ The function f EC’+?(R), where 0 < y < 1, and there is a 
constant C, > 0 such that ) f ‘(u)l < C, for all u E R. 
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A family of kernels a(t) satisfying (i) can be written in the form 
-Ao(t-S)h(s) ds, t > 0, 
where C > 0 is constant and h E C’( [0, co)) satisfies h(t) < 0, h’(t) > 0 for 
all t > 0, and 
We let n < p < co and put X= Lp(B) with the usual norm 
II 41 = IHIp. 
We let A be defined in X by 
A= -d+cI, D(A) = W’~p(Q) n W$p(Q). 
Let X, = D(A) equipped with the graph norm. We put X1,2 = D(Ali2) = 
W$p(Q) with equivalent norms and define operators g(cp), f(cp) on Xi, X, 
respectively, by 
g(cp)(X) = i Digi(rP(x)7 vcP(x))9 a.e. XEi-2, 
i=O 
f(cp)b) =f(cp(x)h a.e. XEQ. 
Then the initial-boundary value problem (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) can be refor- 
mulated as an abstract Cauchy problem in LP(Q): 
u’(t)+Au(t)=~;a(t-s) g(u(s))ds+.f(u(t)), t20, (6.6) 
u(0) = uo. (6.7) 
It is not difficult to show (using the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem) that 
given any r. > 0 there are constants Lo > 0, MO > 0 such that 
Ildcp)-dti)ll GM0 ll(P-~ll,~ 
Ilf(cp’)-f(v)II <Lo Iw-vll? 
for all q,lC/EXi, and cp’,$‘~X which satisfy II~II,<ro, ll$lll<ro, 
IIq’II < ro, 11+‘11 < ro. Consequently, g: X, + X andf: X+ X are continuous 
mappings. Furthermore, f has a Frechet derivative f’(q), defined for all 
cp E X, which is locally Holder continuous from X,,2 to U(X). That is, given 
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r0 > 0 there is a constant Co > 0 such that if cp, $ E XII2 with llqll 1,2 6 ro, 
11~11 ,,* Q r. then 
IIf’(f’($)ll Y(X) d co lb - rl/II$*. 
Here U(X) denotes the space of all bounded linear operators on X. 
As a consequence of the above remarks, we may apply the results of 
Heard-Rankin [15, Theorems 2 and 41 to (6.6) (6.7) and conclude that 
for each u. E X, there exists a strong solution u(t) on a maximal interval 
of existence [0, d), 0 < d< +co. Furthermore, this solution is twice 
continuously differentiable on each subinterval (0, T], 0 < T<d, in the 
X-norm and satisfies the differentiated integrodifferential equation 
u”(t)+Au’(t)=~;n’(t-s)g(u(s))ds+a(O)g(u(t)) 
+f’(dt)) u’(t). 
(6.8) 
To demonstrate that u(t) is also a weak solution of (6.6), (6.7), we shall 
assume that c>O in (6.1) and use Theorem 4 to write Di=A1’*Bi where 
Bi: X+ X is a bounded linear operator for i = 0, 1, . . . . n (Theorem 4 was 
proved for -A but it also holds for the perturbed operator -A + cZ). Now 
define 
4((P)= i K[g,(cp, Vv)l, Cp E xli2. (6.9) 
i=O 
It is easy to see that q((p) satisfies assumption (A3) and 
g(cp) = A “*4((P) for all cp E X, . (6.10) 
So by Theorem 3 it follows that u(t) is also a weak solution of (6.6) (6.7). 
We summarize the above results in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let hypotheses (i)‘-(v)’ be satisfied and let u. E D(A). Then 
there exists a unique globally defined strong solution u(t) of (6.6), (6.7) 
on [0, 00). Furthermore, u(t) is twice strongly continuously differentiable 
on [0, co) in the X-norm and satisfies the differentiated integrodtfferential 
equation (6.8) on (0, CB). 
Proof The uniqueness part follows from Theorem 1 since u(t) is a weak 
solution. The fact that u(t) is globally defined on [0, co) follows from 
Theorem 5 since hypotheses (iv)’ and (v)’ imply that gi( u, l) and f(u) 
satisfy sublinear growth conditions. Q.E.D. 
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A central part of the study of asymptotic behavior of solutions of (6.1), 
(6.2), (6.3) is Engler’s energy inequality which he proved in [S, p. 173 for 
the case of a single function. A generalized version of Engler’s result was 
proven in [ 15, Lemma 31 for the case of n + 1 functions. We quote this 
result below. 
LEMMA 1. Let a, b E C ‘( [0, co)) and let continuous real-valued functions 
go, g,, . . . . g, E C(Rn+‘) be given such that 
(1) there exists a C’ convex function H: R”+ ’ + R such that VH = 
(803 g1, ...? g,); 
(2) a(t)>O, a’(t)<0 for all t>O; 
(3) b(t)>Ofor all ta0; 
(4) for each z > 0 the map t -+ b(t + z) a’(t) is nondecreasing. 
Then for euery set vo, u,, . . . . u, E C’( [0, co)) we have 
!. fi 4s) ul(s) {z6 a@- 7) gi(uo(z), -3 u,(z)) dT} ds 
au(t) b(t) H(u,(t), . . . . u,(t)) - 40) b(O) H(uo(0), . . . . u,(O)) 
- f (a(s) b(s))] H(uo(s), . . . . u,(s)) ds. 
Our first result gives the basic L*-estimate for solutions (6.1), (6.2), (6.3). 
LEMMA 2. Let hypotheses (i)‘-(v)’ be satisfied and let u,ED(A). Let 
u(t, x) be the corresponding global strong solution of (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) 
with maximal domain [0, 00) x 52. Let b(t) = ebO’ for t > 0. Then for c > 0 
sufficiently large there is a constant C(u,) > 0, depending only on uo, such 
that 
f 
b(t) lu,(t, x)1’ dx < C(uo), (6.11) 
R 
I f ’ b(s) IWs, x)1* dx ds < c(u,), 0 R 
for allOdt< +a~. 
(6.12) 
Proof We differentiate (6.1) with respect to t, multiply by b(t) u,( t, x), 
and integrate over [0, T] x 52 (we use the summation convention for 
repeated indices): 
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I b(t) u,( t, x) u,,( t, x) dx dt - co, 7.1 x Q I b(t) u,(t, x) &(t, x) ds dt co, 7.1 x Q 
+C 
s 
b(t) u:( t, x) dx dr 
co, 7.1 x Q 
= 
i^  co. 7-l x R 
b(t)u,(t,x) ; j,+~)D~g~(~(s,x),Vu(s;x))ds)dxdt 
( 
+J’ 
b(t) f’(u( t, x)) u:( t, x) dx dt. (6.13) 
co. 77 x P 
By Lemma 1 with u. = U, ui = D,u we obtain 
By Poincark’s inequality, we have 
j’b(t) j 
0 R 
IVu,(t,x)12dxdtdlo joTb(r) jQ lu,(t,x)12dxdt 
= joTb’(r) jQ lu,( t, x)1 * dx dt. (6.15) 
By assumption (v)‘, we have 
j= b(f) j f’(u(t, x)) u:(f, x) dx dt < C3 joT b(t) s, lu:(t, x)1 dx dt. (6.16) 
0 R 
Now choose c > C3 ; then after integrating by parts in (6.13) and using 
(6.14), (6.15), (6.16) we have 
;j 
R 
b(T) lu,(T,x)12dx+; joT6’(f) I, lu,(t,x)12dxdt 
6 a(O) j H(u,,(x), Vu,(x)) ds +$ jQ b(O) lut(O, xl* dx. (6.17) 
R 
From the equation (6.1), we have 
jQ MO, x)12dx= J-0 I~uo(x)-cuo(x)+f(uo(x))l*dx. (6.18) 
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So it follows from (6.17), (6.18) that there is a constant C(u,) > 0 such that 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
Using (6.13) and integrating by parts again, we have 
T  s I 0 b(c) n~Vu,(~,~)12dxd~S~Jb~Tl~,~~,~,12~~ 
+;joTb’(r)jD (u,(t,x)l*dxdt 
+ 40) 6 H(uo(x), Vu,(x)) dx. (6.21) 
From (6.18), (6.20) we obtain 
This proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7. Let hypotheses (i)‘-(v)’ be satisfied and let u,ED(A). Let 
u(t, x) be the corresponding global strong solution of (6.1), (6.2), (6.3). Then 
u(t, x) converges uniformly on 52 us t + CO to a weak solution u(x) of the 
quasilinear boundary value problem (6.4), (6.5). 
Proof: Let II . II2 denote the L2-norm on 51 and assume that c > C3. 
Then by (6.11) we have 
Likewise, by (6.12) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have 
j-’ 11b(s)ll2 ds < (I: h ds)“* (j; b(s) IlVu,(s)ll; ds)‘” 
0 
O<t<co. 
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Combining these we obtain 
sup Ilu(t I.2 G K(%) (6.22) 
OCf<CC 
for some constant K(u,) > 0 depending only on uo. 
Next we obtain an LP-estimate on A ri2u(t). Let T(t) denote the analytic 
semigroup with infinitesimal generator -A. Then there is a constant C, > 0 
such that 
IIzIt)ll d C4eCC’, t 20, (6.23) 
I(A”2T(t)(l 6 c, e-rr 
&’ t’O. 
(6.24) 
From hypotheses (iv)’ and (v)’ there are constants C, > 0, C, > 0 such that 
IkMml,~ c, lI~1’24N,+ c,, (6.25) 
II f(u(t))ll p G c, II~“2U(t)ll p + c, (6.26) 
for all 0 < t < co. From Eq. (3.11) (with a(& S) = a(t - s)) we have 
lIA”*u(t)ll,6 CqeP 11‘4 “2~oll p + 1; 4t - 3) Ilq(4~~))llp ds 
+C, j; (t-s)-1’2e-C(‘-S) IIf(u(s))llpds 
+ a(O) C4 ji e-“‘-s) lIg(u(s))ll p ds 
+((j;T(r-s) j; a’(s - T) q(u(z)) dT ds (In? o<t<co. 
(6.27) 
By Fubini’s Theorem 
j’ r(t -s) 1’ u’(s - 5) q(u(r)) dt ds = 1; p(‘ct - t) q(u(z)) dT, 
0 0 
where 
f’(c) = j; u’(t - a) T(a) da. 
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By (6.23 )-(6.27) we have therefore 
(JA”2u(t)I(,<C4e-“’ ~(A1’2u,~~,+C2~~a(~)ds+C,~~s~1’2e~”ds 
+u(0)C,C,j-+is+C,~~ IIf’(s)II ds 
+j; jqu(t-s)+C, fjg+u(O)C,C,e-‘.‘“’ 
+ CI ll~~~-4ll} IlA”24~)lIp ds. (6.28) 
We let 
M=max{C,, C2, G, 40) C4Cl, 40) C4C2), 
p( 1) = ecr J/A “2u,ll,+Sda(~)d~+Sds-‘!2s-c~dr 
+I; C?-- ds + 1; II %)ll 4 
a(t)=a(t)+t-“2e-c’+e-c’+ IIri(t)ll, 
for 0 < t < co. Then by (6.28) we have 
llA”2uWll p<M P(t)+[k-s) IIA”2u(s)llpds , o<t<cO. (6.29) 
0 
From hypothesis (i)’ we have 0 <a(t) <a(O) e-‘O* and 0 < la’(t)1 < 
la’(O)/ e-lo’ for all t > 0. By Young’s inequality it follows that 
Therefore /IEL”O([O, co)) and a~L’([0, a~)). Put 
a&f(t) = Mdt), B&At) = M(t), 
and define 
‘k(t)= IIA1ilu(t)llp-~~a~(t-s) lIA”2u(s)ll,ds, 
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for O<t< co. Then 
llA’~2U(r)llp=~(f)+j~ a,(t - s) IIA”2u(s)ll, ds (6.30) 
and by (6.29) we have 
e(t) d PM(t) (6.31) 
for all 0 d t < co. Let rM(t) be the resolvent operator corresponding to 
cl,(t). Then from (6.30) we have 
IIA 1’24f)ll p = $(?I - j; r,(t - ~1 W) ds 
= Hz) + j; Ir,(t - s)l W) 4 o<t<cc, 
since cr,>O implies r,<O by construction [20, Theorem 2.3, p. 1971. So 
from (6.31) we have 
II~“*4N,6BwW+ j; Irdt--s)l B,&) 4 0 d t < co. (6.32) 
From [20, Corollary 4.3, p. 4073 we have that t-,+, E L’( [0, cc)) if and only 
if 
I 
cc 
cr,(t)ep’Y’df# 1 for all y E R. (6.33) o 
Now (6.33) is equivalent to 
s 
m  
a(t)e-l”‘dt+L for all y E R. 
0 M 
(6.34) 
To achieve this condition, we observe that M can be arbitrarily large 
without changing (6.29). So we only need to verify (6.34) for a sufficiently 
large M. If this were not possible, then there would exist a constant MO > 0 
such that if A4 > MO then 
s 
cc ~(f)pmi.“‘&=~ 
M 
for some y E R. (6.35) 
0 
So if we define a function F by 
F(y) = jox a(t) epc” dt, YER 
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then (6.35) implies that the open interval (0, l/M,) belongs to the range of 
F. By continuity, this implies that 
Im F(y)=0 for all u < y -K b, (6.36) 
for suitable constants a and b. We now show that (6.36) implies that 
Im F(y) = 0 for all y E R. Indeed, consider the function 
@i(z) = jam a(t) sin zt dt, z=y+iz. 
From the definition of m(t) it is easy to see that there exist constants q > 0, 
K> 0 such that la(t)1 < Kecv* for all t > 0. It follows that Q(z) is analytic 
in the open strip S= {z = y + k: 1~1 XV}. Since @j(y) =0 for all a < y < b 
by (6.36), we must have Q(z) = 0 in S. 
Next, we define a function G by 
G(z) = Iom a(t) e-‘” df, z=y+k. 
Then G(z) is well-defined and analytic in the half plane II= (z = y + iz: 
-co < r c a}. We also have the estimate IG(z)l <K/q for all r 60. Hence 
G(z) is bounded in the lower half plane {z = y + ic a < 0} and is real on 
the real axis. By the Schwarz Reflection Principle we can extend G to an 
entire function defined everywhere which is also bounded. Hence G(z) 
must be constant and this contradicts (6.35). So (6.34) must hold for a 
sufficiently large constant M. 
Consequently, we have rM E L’( [0, co)) and by (6.32) it follows that 
UELrn([O, a3); Wpq2)). (6.37) 
By the Nirenberg-Gagliardo inequalities [9, Theorem 1.10.11 we have 
II4Icc G c Il414,p Il4-” for all u E W’*p(sZ) n L’(Q), 
where n<p<co, l<rccc and a=np/(pr-nnr+np). Now suppose that 
2 < r < 2n/(n - 2); then W’~2(Q) + L’(Q) by the Sobolev Imbedding 
Theorem and we have 
ll4lm G c Il4LP lbll:,;” for all u E IV’~p(0). 
Applying the estimate (6.37) it follows that 
lb(t) - 4s)ll co < c IIu(t) - 4s)ll :,i” for all 0 <s, t < co. (6.38) 
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+O as s,t++co. 
It follows from (6.38) that there is a function ueL”(Q)n lYi2(Q) such 
that 
lim Ilu(t)--~~l~=O, lim (lu(t)-~4llr,~=O. (6.39) 
,-CC *+a 
We multiply (6.1) by a test function cp E C,“(Q) and integrate by parts. We 
obtain 
f il, 4~ x) q(x) dx + IQ WC xl .Vcp(x) dx + c s, u(t, x) P(X) dx 
=- ji ‘(t-S) i [ gi(U(S, X)9 VU(S, X)) DiCp(X) dx 
i-0 R 
+ s R f(u(c xl) v(x) dx. 
From (6.39) we have 
(6.40) 
f--1 o3 IQ 4c x) v(x) dx = IQ 4x1 v(x) dx, lim 
lim j Vu,(t, x) .Vcp(x) dx = Ja Vu(x) .Vcp(x) dx, 
r+m Q 
)it IQ .f(u(c xl) dx) dx = jJW,, v(x) dx. 
Because of the growth conditions in hypothesis (iv)’ the operators 
(cpo, PI 3 ...? Cpn) + gi(cPO9 VI3 ...> Cpn) 
are bounded and continuous from the product space nrzO L’(Q) into 
L’(Q) [17, Chap. 1, Theorem 2.11. Therefore 
lim IIgi(“(r), vu(t))- gi(4 VU)ll2=0, Odi<n. I--t5 
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Thus letting t + cc in (6.40) gives 
=- Jam 4s) ds i 1 gi(U(X), VU(X)) D,cP(X) dx i=O R 
+ IQ f(4x)) dx) dx. 
Hence u is a weak solution of the quasilinear boundary value problem 
(6.4), (6.5). Q.E.D. 
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